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Chapter 2611: Prophecy Come True 

"What? Half an hour is enough?" 

Chen Xiaobei's casual words made the Grand shaman of ding Shang and the dozen of shamans 'scalps 

tingle. 

Although these people respected and even worshipped Chen Xiaobei, they could not help but look at 

Chen Xiaobei as if he was a lunatic. 

According to the logic of a normal person, selling a peach for 998 high-grade spiritual stones was already 

an overstatement! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not stop there and added, " in half an hour, I will let everyone eat the 

peaches!  If this wasn't a lunatic, then what was? 

The Spring Festival had just passed, and there were no leaves or flowers on the peach tree. It would take 

at least half a year for the peaches to ripen! 

No matter how much venerated shaman dingshang and the other Wizards worshipped Chen Xiaobei, 

they would not believe such 'nonsense'! 

"You don't believe me? Just wait and see!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and activated the merit points ledger! 

"I want to exchange for immortal fertilizer!" Chen Xiaobei said in his heart. 

Immediately after, the corresponding information popped up in Chen Xiaobei's mind. 

[ ding...Ding... Immortal spirit fertilizer: special fertilizer for the heavenly court's herb garden. It 

promotes the growth of immortal spirit plants with excellent effects! ] 

[ exchange price: 10000 merit points for one bag of Kasaya! ] 

Please select the exchange amount! 

"I want to exchange for 100 bags!" Chen Xiaobei repeated in his heart. 

[ ding! You have successfully exchanged for a merit point. 1000000 merit points have been deducted! ] 

- ding! You have 3827300000 merit points.(Charm: 382730000, luck: 382730000）! 

[the immortal fertilizer has been stored in your treasure chest. Do you want to retrieve it?] 

Extract!  

Chen Xiaobei took out a bag of immortal spiritual fertilizer that looked like a bun. 

"What is this? What a strong spiritual nature!" 
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In an instant, the gazes of Grand shaman dingshang and the other Magi all fell on the immortal fertilizer, 

filled with surprise. 

"Swish!" 

Without a word, Chen Xiaobei took the fertilizer and ran into the peach forest. 

The celestial fertilizer was different from the fertilizer in the mortal world. The more fertilizer he 

applied, the faster the plants would grow. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to get a ripe first love peach in half an 

hour, he had to apply a lot more fertilizer than usual! 

One bag of immortal fertilizer was only enough for one hundred peach trees! 

The 10,000 peach trees in the forest had consumed all 100 bags of fertilizer that Chen Xiaobei had 

exchanged for! 

"What is His Majesty doing? Fertilizer?" 

Grand shaman dingshang and the other Magi were astonished and said awkwardly, " "Even if the 

fertilizer was made by the gods, it's impossible for us to eat the peaches in half an hour ..." 

"Everyone, don't jump to conclusions!" "That fertilizer is really something made by the gods!" LAN 

smiled. 

 how ... How is this possible?!  Grand shaman dingshang and the other Magi shook their heads 

repeatedly. They would not believe it even if they were beaten to death. 

However, in the next moment, a shocking scene that they would never forget appeared in the peach 

forest! 

The originally bare peach trees were all growing pink buds at a speed visible to the naked eye! 

Within ten minutes, all the pink buds bloomed into pink peach flowers! Ten thousand peach trees 

formed a sea of flowers. It was extremely beautiful and breathtaking! 

"Oh my God ... His Majesty can actually make peach trees bloom in such a season! It's simply 

unbelievable!" 

"The season is not a problem! The real problem was that it would blossom within ten minutes! I'm not 

dreaming right?" 

"Ten minutes to bloom! The result was in ten minutes! Ten minutes! At this rate, we'll really be able to 

eat peaches in half an hour!" 

"My God ... Our Emperor is a God! Even if a deity descended to the mortal world, he wouldn't be as 

powerful as this!" 

Upon seeing this, Grand shaman ding Shang and the other Magi were all stunned! 

Just a moment ago, they thought that Chen Xiaobei was crazy. They did not even believe the 

punctuation when Chen Xiaobei said something! 



But now, the truth was right in front of them. Chen Xiaobei's prediction had come true, and he was not 

bragging! 

The three views of Grand shaman dingshang and the other shamans had been refreshed a thousand 

times. They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a real God. Their worship and respect for him had 

soared, and they had almost become Chen Xiaobei's die-hard believers! 

"Wait a moment!" Grand shaman ding Shang suddenly frowned and said in a deep voice, " "There are no 

insects like bees in the palace. How do I pollinate so many peach flowers? If it can't pollinate, it can't 

bear fruit!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei waved his sleeve and released a surge of wind ethereal force! 

As the wind blew, the flowers trembled and their pollen fluttered! 

Grand shaman dingshang and the other Wizards would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would use 

this method to pollinate all the peach trees! 

In the next ten minutes, lush green leaves grew on the tree, and the peach flowers gradually withered, 

starting to grow small hair! 

After another ten minutes, the small peach that was originally the size of a bean began to grow rapidly, 

directly growing into an extremely beautiful big Peach! 

"What a beautiful peach ..." 

Grand Magus dingshang and the other Magi all exclaimed in unison. 

One must know that the dingshang tribe made a living by doing business, and Grand Magus dingshang 

and these Magi were all people who had seen many things in the outside world! 

However, even if they searched through Ping Sheng's memories, they had never seen such beautiful 

peaches! 

These nectarines were all large and round, pink with a tinge of red, as if they were carved out of 

beautiful jade. Their texture was warm and smooth, and they exuded a crystal-clear luster. 

Not to mention the taste, just by looking at the appearance, it was the best among peaches! 

Just by looking at it, it made one's fingers move and drool! 

"Alright, the peaches have ripened. Each of you can pick one to try! I promise, it's not good, it's free of 

charge!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked back and said with a smile, "  however, if you think it's delicious, then each of you 

must hand over 998 upper spiritual stones. You're not allowed to go back on your word!  

"Xiaobei! You really know how to do business! You won't even let your own people off!" LAN 

Mengcheng smiled and said. 



Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  don't get me wrong! I don't want this money! Later, you will hand it over to old 

Jiang and fill the National Treasury for military expenses!" 

"For military expenses?" 

LAN blinked and smiled.   in that case, I'll go and pick a peach to eat. Although I don't have many spirit 

stones, I'm willing to help you raise your military expenses!  

After that, LAN Mengcheng was the first to walk into the peach forest. 

"Let's go over too ..." 

Grand shaman dingshang and the other Magi swallowed their saliva and walked towards the peach 

forest. Each of them picked a peach and held it in their hands. 

"Just eat it directly! Original ecology, no pollution! Come find me if you get a stomachache!" Chen 

Xiaobei smiled confidently. 

When everyone heard this, they all opened their mouths and bit off a small piece of peach meat with 

complicated feelings! 

In the next moment, the crowd exploded! 
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Chapter 2612: Everyone Falls 

"Oh my God ... This peach ... This peach ... This peach is simply too delicious!" 

As soon as the peach was in their mouths, Grand shaman ding Shang and the other Magi immediately let 

out shrieks of shock! 

Everyone's eyes were wide open, and their faces were filled with shock! 

He felt like he wasn't eating a peach, but a Supreme delicacy! 

Moreover, not only did it taste good, but as the tender peach meat slid down their throats, they could 

clearly feel a magical energy flowing through their bodies like a clear spring, making them feel extremely 

comfortable! 

"Mm! It still tastes the same. It's so delicious!" 

On the other side, LAN Mengcheng was chewing on a piece of peach. Her pretty face was full of 

happiness and satisfaction. 

The corners of her mouth curled up, and her eyes narrowed. LAN Mengcheng's beautiful face was filled 

with sweetness, as if she was a young girl who had just had her first love and was at the best moment of 

her life! 

LAN liked this feeling very much. It reminded her of many things that happened in the past. Even though 

it had been a long time, she could still feel the sweetness in her heart! 

"It's so, so, so delicious!" 
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Grand shaman dingshang and the other Magi held the peaches in their hands as if they were the most 

precious treasures in the world. They were even reluctant to take a second bite! 

However, they could not resist the taste of the peach. After the first bite, no matter how strong their 

willpower was, they would definitely not be able to resist the second bite! 

After the second bite, there were the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth bites. In a short 

while, the peaches in the hands of Grand shaman ding Shang and the dozen Magi were all eaten clean! 

The only thing left was the Peach Pit. They were reluctant to throw it away and still held it in their hands 

like a treasure! 

"What the hell! It was simply too delicious! I've never eaten anything so delicious in my life! It's so 

delicious!" 

"After eating this peach, all other delicacies will be trash! I'm already addicted to peaches, and I can't 

stop myself!" 

"Well said! If you give me another peach, I won't exchange it even if someone brings me Dragon liver or 

Phoenix gall!" 

"Your Majesty! We can eat one more ... No... Can we eat a few more peaches?" 

"Your Majesty! They were begging for peaches! It's a blessing to have no peaches!" 

All of a sudden, the attitudes of Grand shaman ding Shang and the other Magi had a 180-degree 

reversal! 

A moment ago, they all thought that the spirituality of this peach tree was weak, and the peaches it 

produced were not comparable to spirit fruits! 

However, at this moment, even if there were 100 million spirit fruits in front of them, they would still 

choose the first love peach without any hesitation! 

Even if they could only take a bite of the first love peach, it was worth more than 100 million spiritual 

fruits in their eyes! 

 you can eat as much as you want, but remember, one peach costs 998 high-grade spirit stones!  

 I'll give you a friendly reminder. Take it easy. Don't eat until you're bankrupt!  Chen Xiaobei said with a 

smile. 

"998 is nothing! I'm willing to buy such a delicious peach even if it costs 9998! Everyone, I'll buy it first as 

a form of respect!" A wizard rushed into the peach forest and picked ten peaches in one go. 

"I want to buy twenty! This peach was so delicious that it defied the heavens! It's worth it even if I have 

to go bankrupt!" Another Magus rushed over and plucked twenty peaches, putting them into his space 

ring. 

 we want to buy some too ... We want some too ...  the rest of the Magi rushed over and each of them 

picked at least ten peaches, some even picking 20 to 30! 



Only the Grand shaman of dingshang could remain calm. He looked at Chen Xiaobei with a complicated 

expression. 

"If you have something to say, just say it! There's no need to look at my face!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

Grand shaman dingshang swallowed his saliva and praised sincerely, " "Your Majesty is truly a godly 

man! At first, when you said that a peach was worth 998 high-grade spirit stones, I even suspected that 

you were sick. He's completely spouting nonsense!" 

 but now, I finally realized that everything you said was true. There was no exaggeration at all! 

"You should know that we, the Sorcerer tribe, are not very rich to begin with, so we have always been 

thrifty! But now, they were willing to pay more than 10000 upper spiritual stones for the peaches! This 

was something that would have never happened in the past!" 

"From this, it can be seen that those who have never tasted peach meat will think that 998 high-grade 

spirit stones is ridiculously expensive! But as long as one has a taste, they will definitely go crazy!" 

Grand shaman dingshang said with certainty,"The market in the earth-god Realm is huge! I'm absolutely 

sure that once this peach is put on the market, it will definitely cause a frenzy!" 

"Hmm, you're a smart person!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, "  I'm planning to hand over the first love 

peaches to the Beichen Chamber of Commerce to manage. You'll assist mengchen, and I'll give you a 

great merit after this!  

"This subordinate will do as you command!" 

"However, this subordinate still has some doubts that I would like your Majesty to answer!" 

"You tell me." Chen Xiaobei said. 

Grand shaman dingshang raised his hand and showed the remaining Peach Pit he had eaten, asking, "  

once the peaches are on the market, the pits can't be retrieved. What if someone manages to plant 

peach trees and become our competitors? what should we do then? " 

"You're thinking too much!" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  these peaches are extraordinary. Unless you have immortal fertilizer, 

it would take at least a few decades for them to blossom in the earth-god Realm! By the time my rival's 

first love peach is on the market, I'll have already unified the Nanzhan state and even the earth-god 

Realm! When that time comes, would I still care about such a small profit?" 

Obviously, the first love peach itself was a peach from Huaguo mountain, a fruit from the heavenly 

realm! 

The concentration of spiritual energy in the heaven realm was countless times higher than in the lower 

realm. They were not on the same level at all! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not use the celestial fertilizer, he would not be able to grow peach trees on earth! 

Even in the earth-god Realm, it would take at least dozens of years for the Peach Pit to become a big 

tree, and another dozens of years to blossom and bear fruit! 



Because of this, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid of his opponent using a Peach Pit to plant a tree! 

By the time his opponent planted the first love peach, Chen Xiaobei would have already ascended to 

heaven! He didn't need to care about this matter! 

"Understood!" 

Grand shaman ding Shang nodded and said, " "Since Your Majesty has that magical fertilizer, we can 

directly eat the pits of these ripe peaches and plant them ourselves! This way, our peach forest can be 

expanded by at least a hundred times!" 

"You're dreaming!" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " "First of all, I didn't buy that much fertilizer! Secondly, the rarer 

something was, the more precious it was! Don't you understand this logic?" 

"Your Majesty is right!" 

Grand shaman ding Shang came to a sudden realization,"good things are rare!" If it's too much, people 

won't cherish it!" 

"It's not just rare! There's even a limited purchase!" 

 I don't care!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  everyone can only buy one peach a day! I won't sell 

even one more!  No matter how rich you are, don't even think about buying one more!" 

"This ... Why is this so?" Upon hearing this, Grand shaman dingshang was instantly dumbfounded. 
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Chapter 2613: Time To Nourish 

"Although it's said that the rarer something is, the more expensive it is, Your Majesty has already limited 

the total amount of first love peaches. Why do you still want to limit the customers" purchase? This 

doesn't make sense ..." 

Grand shaman ding Shang's brows furrowed slightly, puzzled no matter how much he thought about it. 

He had been doing business for his entire life and all the sellers had begged others to buy things. He had 

never seen a seller who did not allow others to buy. 

"The reason for the limited purchase is that I'm confident in the first love peach!" 

 I don't know!  Chen Xiaobei said, " I won't beg others to buy these peaches. On the contrary, others will 

beg me to sell them! Each person is limited to one peach so that more people can try the taste of the 

first love peach. One spread to ten, ten spread to a hundred, this is the best !" 

 but, if we do that, we might offend some wealthy people ...  Grand shaman ding Shang said worriedly. 

"I'll offend you! I'm not asking them for anything! What's there to worry about?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "It's even faster. A small number of rich people are unhappy, but 

most ordinary people are very happy! When the peaches ripen next year, we'll attract more buyers! And 

not just a few wealthy buyers!" 
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"Your subordinate understands!" 

Grand shaman ding Shang was enlightened, he praised again, " "Your Majesty is a natural-born 

merchant! Not only did he consider the current benefits, but he also considered the long-term 

development!" 

"If we only focus on a few wealthy buyers, we'll be in a passive position. We'll have to listen to them 

when it comes to buying and selling! However, if we can develop a large number of ordinary buyers, we 

can firmly grasp the right to sell and speak!" 

 you're Chen Xiaobei!  Grand shaman dingshang gave Chen Xiaobei a thumbs up, truly impressed. 

"Alright! I've already said what I need to say!" 

"If you don't have any other questions, then help mengchen and get this thing done!" I want to see one 

billion upper spiritual stones enter the Treasury within three months!" 

There were 10000 peach trees, and each of them bore more than 100 peaches, so it would be counted 

as a million peaches! 

With each peach being sold at 998 upper spiritual stones, the final sales figure would reach 998 million 

upper spiritual stones! 

However, in reality, the number of peaches in this batch would definitely exceed a million, and the final 

profit would exceed one billion! 

But Chen Xiaobei did not do the calculations. He only asked for one billion upper spiritual stones to go 

into the Treasury! 

This way, the extra peaches would be awarded to LAN Mengcheng and Grand Magus ding Shang. They 

could decide whether to eat or sell them! 

"Thank you for your trust, Your Majesty! This subordinate will do his best to assist miss LAN in 

completing the mission! I won't let your Majesty down!" 

Grand shaman ding Shang was an experienced merchant. He did not need to calculate to know that the 

benefits of this matter were definitely generous! 

To Grand shaman ding Shang, this was a gift! He had to thank him! 

 don't worry, Your Majesty. I'll sell all the first love peaches within three months. One billion upper 

spiritual stones will go into the National Treasury without a single cent missing!  

As the person in charge of this matter, LAN Mengcheng was the first to stand out. 

"Thank you for your hard work!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled gently. He did not need to say anything. He knew everything in his heart! 

"This little bit of hard work is nothing ..." 

LAN Mengcheng's eyes flashed with a trace of heartache and she said softly, " "The spirit stones will be 

in place in three months! Once the war starts, you will be the one who has to work the hardest!" 



"No choice! I was born to work hard!" Chen Xiaobei chuckled. 

Chen Xiaobei knew better than anyone else that the greater the achievement, the greater the price one 

had to pay! 

Was it possible to achieve unparalleled hegemony without suffering? 

…… 

After settling the first love peach, Chen Xiaobei did not rest for even a minute. He immediately 

summoned Tian Peng. 

"Your Majesty! Is there anything I can help you with?" 

Tian Peng walked into the main hall. He was disheveled and reeked of alcohol. It was obvious that he 

and Gao Xiaolan had an all-nighter last night. 

"Second senior! There are no outsiders here, so you don't have to call me Your Majesty!" 

 you've been drinking and staying up all night. Hehehe, you don't even have any self-control. Can your 

body take it? " Chen Xiaobei said. 

Tian Peng pouted and sighed.  to be honest, I really can't take it. I feel like my body has been emptied. 

My back is sore, my legs are weak, and I'm not in the right state of mind!  

"This is a sign of kidney deficiency!"  second senior brother!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  you 

should get some nourishment!  

"Supplement?" 

Tian Peng said helplessly, " I also want to nourish my body. However, my body has reached the peak of 

the four-star earth-god level. Ordinary supplements are useless to me. I can't find four-star earth-god 

level supplements. Even if I want to nourish my body, I don't have the chance ...  

"If you want to fix it, you should have said so earlier!" 

 I have a bottle of hundred fruits Dragon dick moonshine. One sip is enough to show its effects. Two sips 

will strengthen your body. Three sips will be godly!  If you finish this bottle, your husband will have to 

kneel down and call you "father" seven times a night!" 

 Dragon ... Dragon whip!?  

Tian Peng's eyes lit up, " "I'm so stupid, I actually forgot that you have a Dragon whip in your hand! 

Hurry up! Xiaobei! Hurry up and give me the hundred fruits Dragon dick moonshine!" 

"Second senior, don't worry!" 

"I can't let you drink my wine for nothing!" Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

"No way! We're brothers, yet you still want to negotiate with me!" Tian Peng pouted and protested. 

"I'm not talking about conditions!" 



 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, " I will definitely give you this bottle of wine. On top of that, I will also give 

you an extra bottle. Bring it with you. When you go out and have fun, and see a suitable next target, 

help me sell it!  It's that simple!" 

"I understand! You want to sell wine!" 

Tian Peng grinned,"this is too simple!" In the past, I spent every day at the beautiful snake gang. Nine 

out of ten men who went to bed with those cool men had kidney deficiency! There were a lot of quick 

shooters! The hundred fruits Dragon dick moonshine will definitely be regarded as a divine quality!" 

"The point is, the people who go to the beautiful snake gathering to spend money are all local tycoons. 

They are all rich! I estimate that this bottle of wine can be sold for a high price of a million upper 

spiritual stones!" 

He had to admit that the canopy great country was a talent in fooling around! 

It was definitely the best choice to let Tian Peng sell the hundred fruits Dragon dick moonshine! 

"Second senior! You don't have to sell this bottle of wine I'm giving you. Just give as much as you can to 

others to drink!" 

 don't forget!  Chen Xiaobei said, " remember, only give them one small cup each. Don't give them an 

extra sip!  

"Understood!" 

Tian Peng was very smart in this aspect. He grinned, " "When I'm done delivering this bottle of wine, I'll 

basically have completed a perfect wave of advertising! When that time comes, you'll be able to push 

this wine to the market, and it'll definitely sell like hotcakes!" 

"Smart!" 

"I'll give you a month to get this done!" Chen Xiaobei nodded. I'll build the winery within a month! The 

sea god city will be the first market for the hundred fruit Dragon dick moonshine! Whether or not it can 

sold well, it's up to you!" 

"No problem! You can count on me!" Tian Peng patted his chest and promised. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei's phone rang. It was Lord Chi Ling! 
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Chapter 2614: Heaven-Sent Opportunity 

Lord scorching heat! 

On the surface, she was the Queen of a country in the earthly calamity Star Ocean! 

In the dark, he was the disciple of a mysterious figure. In order to help his master investigate the secret 

of the divine sand of time, he had gone undercover in Tianji city under the alias of Jun Yunqing! 
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Because the master of Lord scorching Heat's master had helped Chen Xiaobei a great deal, Chen Xiaobei 

had promised him that he would also go undercover in Tianji city to help Lord scorching heat investigate 

the secret of the heavenly time sand! 

During his adventure with the countless sands ancient race, Chen Xiaobei had managed to put the divine 

time sand into the rift in the void! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have the means to control the divine sand of time. So, he had to 

investigate the secret of the divine sand of time as well! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei's other purpose in infiltrating Tianji city was to find out more about the 

Imperial Sun Crystal and the eternal holy water! 

With these two items and the divine sand of time, he could upgrade the sunlight cache. The faster he 

found it, the more help it would be to Chen Xiaobei! 

Other than that, with the help of Tianji city's massive information Network, Chen Xiaobei could also find 

out some special information, such as the enemy's movements and the whereabouts of luohou, Eastern 

Emperor Taiyi, and ancestral wizard Di Jiang! 

All in all, being a spy in Tianji city would bring Chen Xiaobei many benefits! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to cooperate with blazing heat Lord. This way, he could not only repay 

blazing heat Lord's master, but also help Chen Xiaobei to get some benefits. It was killing two birds with 

one stone! 

"Little maidservant! It's the new year, why did you think of calling me? Do you want New Year's money? 

Call me young master and I'll give it to you!" 

Chen Xiaobei answered the call with a smile. 

The last time, at the Dongsheng merchant Association's auction, Lord Chi Ling lost a bet to Chen Xiaobei. 

In front of everyone, she was Chen Xiaobei's Senior Sister, Jun Yunqing. But in front of everyone, she 

was Chen Xiaobei's little maidservant, Lord Chi Ling! 

"You little brat! I don't have the time to argue with you! Hurry up and come back!" Lord scorching Heat's 

tone was somewhat excited. It seemed like something big had happened. 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and asked, " "What happened? You're actually in such a hurry?" 

"The sect's grand competition will be held in five days!" Lord Chi Ling said solemnly. Hurry back and 

register! Don't miss this great opportunity!" 

"The sect competition?" 

Chen Xiaobei was confused.   that's strange. Why did they give us five days 'notice in advance for such 

an important matter? no one was prepared at all!  

"This is the Order of the Pearl Hall's Hall Master! I heard that they're going to select talents!" 

"This is a once-in-a-thousand-years opportunity! If we can seize it, we can enter the Pearl Hall and get 

more secret information!" Lord Chi Ling said excitedly. 



"What the hell is this Pearl Hall? Even more powerful than Tianji city?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"The headquarters of the heaven's legacy city is in the Videha! For the management of the Nanzhan 

state, we've specially set up four great divisions!" 

"Yaori, radiant moon, shining star, and Mingzhu are in charge of the 108 branches of the Nanzhan 

state!" Lord scorching flame explained. The Putuo territory branch we're in is one of the Pearl Hall's 

branches!" 

"F * ck! Moon! Star! Pearl?" 

 it seems like the Pearl Hall that we're in is the weakest of the four halls!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"That's right!" 

 yes!  Lord Ziling nodded.  Putuo city is the outermost region of the earth-god Realm. It's close to the 

lower planes. The spiritual Qi, resources, and opportunities are all very ordinary. Naturally, the 

headquarters doesn't value it!  

 if that's the case, then even if I join the Pearl Hall, it won't be of much use ...  Chen Xiaobei said, his 

interest waning. 

"Wrong!" 

"First of all, although the Pearl Hall is the weakest branch in Tianji city, it still controls twenty-seven 

branches! They only control all the intelligence and information gathered by the twenty-seven 

branches!" 

"The point is, the other twenty-six branches are all stronger than the Putuo territory branch! As you can 

imagine, as long as we can enter the Pearl Hall, we will be able to access more information than we are 

now!" 

"And the most important thing! The headquarters doesn't value the Putuo territory branch at all. I've 

been hiding for many years to wait for this opportunity to be promoted! If he could join the Pearl Hall! 

Next time, we'll have the chance to enter the headquarters!" 

"The moment we enter the headquarters of Tianji city! If we want to investigate something, we will 

definitely be able to find it! That's our true goal!" 

Obviously, Lord scorching heat had been undercover for many years and had been looking forward to 

such an opportunity! 

Now, the opportunity was finally placed in front of him. Naturally, Lord scorching heat was extremely 

excited! 

"From what you've said, this is a good opportunity!" 

 I'll go back to the branch to register now! I hope that this competition will really become our channel of 

Ascension!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei also wanted to enter Tianji city's headquarters! 



Other than getting in touch with Tianji city's countless secrets, Chen Xiaobei had another purpose! 

And that was to find an opportunity to get close to the elder of heavenly secrets! 

From what had happened before, Chen Xiaobei had already guessed that this old man of heavenly 

secrets was Xu Fu! 

As for Xu Fu, he was not only chasing after Bai Qi, but he was also searching for the weapon Mystic 

token, hoping to find little Daji for the clan of enlightenment! 

In addition, Xu Fu was also very likely to be the ultimate demon who had slaughtered nine billion 

innocent people in four element Royal City back then! 

Of course, all of this was just Chen Xiaobei's guess. He did not have any direct evidence! 

In order to find evidence, Chen Xiaobei had to enter the headquarters of Tianji city and get close to the 

old man of Tianji! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei agreed to Lord Chi Ling's suggestion. 

To reveal the truth, this was definitely a once in a thousand years opportunity. 

…… 

There was nothing special in the royal city anymore, so Chen Xiaobei could leave in peace. 

Before he left, Chen Xiaobei met up with shaman Lord Yao Shu and asked him about the four symbols 

killing Mystic formation. 

Shaman Lord yaoshu said that this secret technique had gone missing when the Imperial City was 

destroyed. It had completely disappeared from the pugilistic world and was not in the hands of the Jiuli 

tribe. Further investigation was needed to find out its exact location. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know what to do about this. He could only put it aside for now and investigate it 

later. 

…… 

The Putuo territory's branch. 

On the cliff opposite the sky-floating island, a team of ordinary disciples guarding the transmitting 

formation was respectfully serving tea to a young man and flattering him. 

"Please have some tea, senior brother Baili! This is a tael of ash-gray cloud Mountain's new tea that 

costs 10000 medium-grade spirit stones. We were reluctant to drink it, so we kept it for senior brother!" 

"What kind of Big Shot is coming? He actually had to trouble senior brother Baili to welcome him 

personally? It's really a great honor!" 

"Isn't it? Senior brother Baili is elder Xu Zhenyuan's first disciple. How can ordinary people be welcomed 

by senior brother Baili?" 

"They're here! There's movement in the teleportation formation!" 



All of a sudden, everyone's eyes were focused on him. 

A person appeared on the portal. It was Chen Xiaobei! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2615: Jade wall registration 

 “What the f * ck! Why is it that kid? If I’m not mistaken, his name is Chen Zhufeng!” 

The disciples who were guarding the portal looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was the God of plague. 

“Chen Zhufeng is senior brother Baili’s enemy! The last time someone spoke well of Chen Zhufeng, 

senior brother Baili slapped him so hard that he passed out. He’s still injured!” 

“No way? Was there something wrong with Chen Zhufeng’s brain? He actually dared to go against senior 

brother Baili! He was simply courting death! You’re courting death!” 

“What a coincidence! Senior brother Baili is waiting for someone. Chen Zhufeng’s return is like sending a 

sheep into the Tiger’s mouth!” 

“This is going to be a good show! Senior brother Baili was famous for his bad temper and ruthlessness! If 

Chen Zhufeng dares to go against senior brother Baili, he won’t even know how he died!” 

“Is there a need to say? Chen Zhufeng is 10000% dead!” 

The disciples who were guarding the formation were whispering to each other, gloating over Chen 

Xiaobei’s arrival. 

However, the scene that appeared in the next moment made the group of disciples feel as if they had 

been struck by lightning, and their scalps went numb! 

“Bro bei! Bro bei, you are finally back! I’ve been waiting here for more than three hours!” 

Baili tiantu put down his teacup and ran over to Chen Xiaobei. He bowed to Chen Xiaobei like a little 

eunuch. 

“You mean I made you wait?” Chen Xiaobei gave Baili tiantu a sidelong glance. 

“No, no, no! It’s not long at all!” 

Baili tiantu said with a smile, ”  it’s my greatest honor to be able to wait for bro bei! I can’t even wait for 

a lifetime!  

“Cut the crap! Take me to the registration immediately!” Chen Xiaobei ordered impatiently. 

“No problem! Bro bei, please!” Baili tiantu bowed and led the way with great respect. 

Seeing this, the surrounding disciples were all dumbfounded. Their eyes were bigger than a bull’s and 

their mouths were so wide that a fist could be stuffed in. Their views on the world were shattered! 

Baili tiantu glanced at them coldly and shouted at the disciples, ” “What are you looking at? Haven’t you 

seen a super handsome guy like bro bei before?” 

 uh …  as soon as he said that, the group of disciples trembled in fear and didn’t even dare to breathe. 
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Baili tiantu took out his flying sword and flew toward the floating island with Chen Xiaobei. 

“Oh my God! Was senior brother Baili’s brain damaged? Why are you being so respectful to Chen 

Zhufeng?” 

“No! Senior brother Baili’s brain was not damaged! It must be because Chen Zhufeng was too powerful! 

He directly convinced senior brother Baili!” 

“Yup! This Chen Zhufeng was not simple! I’ve never seen senior brother Baili treat any disciple with such 

respect!” 

“Who the hell is this Chen Zhufeng? It’s really too awesome!” 

…… 

Star picking Pavilion. 

In front of a huge Jade wall, many young disciples were gathered. 

“What are they doing?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 most people are watching the show. Only a few are registering!  

Baili tiantu explained, ” anyone who wants to sign up needs to communicate with the Jade wall 

spiritually. They have to enter their name with their mind. Then, the Jade wall will test their cultivation 

and display it. This means that the registration is successful!  

 this Jade wall can also show the cultivation level of the participants? ” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

“Yes, I am!” 

 yes!  Baili tiantu nodded and said, ” this is mainly to let those who want to sign up know if they have a 

chance of winning. This will reduce the unnecessary registration! Otherwise, if all 300000 disciples of the 

branch sign up, how long would the competition take?” 

“That’s quite human.”  Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  the cultivation level of the strong is 

shown on the Jade wall. The weak will not dare to sign up. This will save us a lot of time.  

“However, it’s different this time!” 

 this is the first time in the past decade that the division Master of the Pearl division has ordered a 

temporary sect competition, ” Baili tiantu said.  everyone thinks that this is a rare opportunity for 

promotion. Therefore, many weak people have signed up for it! There are quite a few of them!” 

“It doesn’t matter. No matter how many people there are, they can’t stop me!”  let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei 

shrugged.  let’s go!  

“Make way! Everyone, make way!” Baili tiantu led the way, pushing the crowd aside to let Chen Xiaobei 

pass. 

When he reached the Jade wall, Chen Xiaobei looked up and saw that there were more than 300 names. 

Behind each name, there was a line of “boys,” showing the cultivation level of each applicant. 



Among them, most of the applicants were in the two-star divine sea realm, and a few of them had 

reached the three-star golden elixir realm. 

And there were only three people who had reached the four-star nascent soul realm. 

Jun Yunqing, early stage of the original level! 

Cheng zhanhu was at the early stage of the nascent soul realm! 

Zhao tianzhe, mid nascent soul realm! 

Chen Xiaobei had heard from Liu Tong that the Putuo City branch had a branch leader and 30 elders! 

The branch leader had ten personal disciples! The three strongest people were all four-star earth-god 

Realm! 

From the information on the Jade wall, there was not much difference in strength between Lord 

scorching heat and Cheng zhanhu, and that guy called Zhao tianzhe was obviously the strongest among 

all the disciples of the Putuo domain branch! He could be called the chief disciple of the Putuo territory 

branch! 

 Junior Brother Chen, you can sign up now …  Baili tiantu said in a low voice. 

If Baili tiantu continued to call him bro bei in public, it would definitely arouse suspicion. 

After all, he could not let anyone know that Chen Xiaobei had taken Baili tiantu in as his loyal dog. 

Otherwise, there would be endless trouble! 

“You first.” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows, but he was not in a hurry. 

“Alright,” he said. Baili tiantu obeyed Chen Xiaobei’s every command. He immediately walked to the 

Jade wall and pressed his palm on it. 

With a thought, Baili tiantu immediately communicated with the Jade wall. 

Then, a clear line of registration information appeared on the Jade wall! 

The arrogant Baili tiantu was in the middle stage of the divine sea realm! 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people immediately burst into discussion. The ordinary disciples 

naturally didn’t dare to underestimate Baili tiantu. 

However, some of the core disciples who were more powerful than Baili tiantu sneered. 

“Baili tiantu! Your temper has improved in the past few years, but why hasn’t your cultivation level 

improved at all?” 

 Baili tiantu, you’re elder Xu’s chief disciple. It’s a slap to his face if your cultivation base remains 

stagnant!  

“Elder Xu’s status in the sect is very high, but unfortunately, his disciples are all disappointing. His face 

has long been smashed!” 



One must know that there were thirty elders in the entire Putuo territory branch, which meant that 

there were thirty senior disciples! There wasn’t much of a difference between their cultivation levels, so 

it was normal for them to be unconvinced! 

Upon hearing this, Baili tiantu’s face turned red and green, and he was extremely embarrassed. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and glared at the group of people who were mocking him.  

“You are just a group of core disciples. How dare you mock elder Xu so brazenly? are you not afraid of 

death?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2616: not paying respects 

Suddenly, everyone’s eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

The ordinary disciples looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was an idiot. They could not understand why Chen 

Xiaobei had the guts to stand out when even Baili tiantu was speechless. 

The core disciples who mocked Baili tiantu started to mock Chen Xiaobei without any restraint. 

“Where did you come from? You actually dare to speak to us in this tone? Are you not afraid of death?” 

 I heard that elder Xu has accepted a new disciple. It should be this kid!  

“Elder Xu’s chief disciple is too embarrassed to say anything, and this newcomer at the bottom still 

dares to come out and show off. You’re so stupid!” 

“Elder Xu is getting more and more muddleheaded. He actually took in a reckless fool as his disciple! 

Don’t you feel embarrassed enough?” 

Those who ridiculed him were the eldest disciples of the elders and even the direct disciples of the 

branch leaders! 

Normally, these people were even more arrogant than Baili tiantu, so they did not take Chen Xiaobei 

seriously! 

“All of you, shut up!” 

At this moment, Baili tiantu stepped forward and shouted angrily, ” “If you dare to say anything bad 

about Junior Brother Chen again, I’ll kill you all!” 

“What the f * ck! Baili tiantu, are you f * cking sick?” 

A muscular man grinned hideously.  “Usually, you only know how to bully new people, but today you’re 

actually protecting your Little Junior Brother? What a surprise!” 

“Hehehe …” 

Then, a skinny man laughed in a weird way.   this newbie is handsome and has such tender skin. I’m 

afraid he’s Baili tiantu’s boy toy!  

“Male pet? So that’s gay?” 
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On the other side, a woman with heavy makeup laughed.”I really couldn’t tell that Baili tiantu was 

actually gay! This is big news!” 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding crowd burst into laughter. 

 you … You guys …  Baili tiantu’s face turned livid with anger. He wished he could find a hole to hide in. 

“Senior brother Baili, don’t be angry!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked towards the Jade wall and said, ”  they’re all a bunch of blind idiots. When the sect 

competition comes, I’ll naturally smash their faces!  

As soon as he said that, the scene immediately exploded. 

“You little brat! Did water get into your brain?” 

The muscular man immediately roared, ” “In front of us, Baili tiantu can only tuck his tail between his 

legs! You dare to be so arrogant!” 

“This is what you call arrogant?” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “You’ll know what arrogance is when I step on your face!” 

“What? Just you? You want to step on my face? Hahaha …” 

The muscular man burst into laughter,”that’s the stupidest joke I’ve ever heard!” Why don’t you just say 

that you want to poke a hole in the sky?” 

“This kid is really stupid!” 

The skinny man also sneered with disdain.”A mere newbie who just entered the sect actually dares to 

say such arrogant words! He’s simply a clown!” 

The woman in makeup laughed even harder, ” “This pretty boy is so stupid that he’s cute! I even want to 

take him in as a male pet and ravage him every day. It must be very satisfying!” 

Without a doubt, the three of them did not think much of Chen Xiaobei. They treated him like a funny 

clown and let them have their fun. 

The crowd burst into laughter, treating Chen Xiaobei as a joke. 

“I’m going to kill you all!” As a loyal dog, Baili tiantu would definitely protect Chen Xiaobei. 

“Fight your sister!” 

“What do you think you are, Baili tiantu?” the muscular man shouted in disdain. Didn’t he have any 

idea? If you want to die, come! I’ll let you have a good time!” 

The Thin Man and the woman in makeup sneered at the side. They were obviously strong and not afraid 

of Baili tiantu. 

“Senior brother Baili, get out of the way!” 



Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “Since the three of them want to fight, then I’ll play with 

them. It’s been a long time since I’ve exercised my muscles and bones, so my hands are a little itchy!” 

The muscular man immediately roared,”how many lives do you have? you still want to play with us?” He 

really doesn’t know his place!” 

 I’ve seen a lot of stupid people who seek death, but I’ve never seen anyone like this!  the skinny man 

laughed. 

“Little brother! Don’t say I didn’t warn you!” 

“That brawny man is the first elder’s chief disciple, Chang weihu!” The woman grinned. That thin man 

was the chief disciple of the fourth elder, Tian boyin! And I am the seventh elder’s first disciple, PEI 

yeshui!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  you talk too much nonsense. I won’t be able to remember small 

figures like you even if you were introduced!  

When the three of them heard this, they immediately exploded,”what?!” You dare to call us nobodies! F 

** k! You brat, you’re just courting death! If I don’t kill you today! Where can we put our faces?” 

“Ha.” 

Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. He smiled and said, ” “Let’s go to the life and death Ring! Anyone 

who wants to kill me can go on stage! As long as you’re prepared to die!” 

“What life and death Ring? I want you dead now!” Chang weihu had a bad temper, and he raised his 

hand to hit Chen Xiaobei. 

“Stop!” 

However, at this moment, an old but majestic voice came from the back of the crowd. 

“Hiss …” 

In an instant, everyone sucked in a breath of cold air. Even Chang weihu immediately stopped his attack 

and turned around in unison with the crowd. He cupped his hands and bowed, bowing humbly to the 

person who had arrived! 

“We pay our respects to elder Ming!” 

Everyone bowed in unison, and even their shouts were very orderly. No one dared to be negligent. 

It was an old man with messy hair and a shabby Taoist robe. 

Although his appearance was sloppy, this old man exuded an aura of calmness from head to toe. His 

eyes, in particular, were as deep as the starry sky, exuding a light of wisdom. 

That’s right! This man was elder Ming, who had been guarding the Zhai Xing Pavilion for seven hundred 

years! 

Although elder Ming was only an old man who guarded the pavilion, not even an elder of the sect. 



However, in the Putuo territory branch, from the branch leader to the ordinary disciples, no one dared 

to offend elder Ming! 

From this, it could be seen that elder Ming must have a great hidden identity! Otherwise, his status 

would never be above that of a chapter leader! 

“Chang weihu!” 

“The sect has rules,” elder Ming said solemnly.”Fighting is forbidden anywhere except the life and death 

arena! You actually want to make a move in front of my Zhai Xing Pavilion! Do you think I’m dead?” 

“I know my guilt … Please forgive me, elder Ming … I won’t dare to do it again …” 

A second ago, Chang weihu was like a man-eating tiger, but now, he had turned into a gutless cat. He 

knelt on the ground and kowtowed desperately. 

 since you know your crime, ” elder Ming said indifferently, ” then get lost to the torture chamber and 

receive a hundred whips!  

“Elder Ming! We have something to report!” 

Tian boyin and PEI yeshui both stood up and said,  although Chang weihu is guilty, that brat didn’t bow 

when he saw you. He’s also guilty!  

Everyone’s eyes turned back to Chen Xiaobei. 

While everyone was bowing to elder Ming, Chen Xiaobei was the only one who stood proudly with his 

back straight. Not only did he not bow to elder Ming, he did not even lower his head! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2617: withdrawing from the tournament 

Everyone present bowed and saluted respectfully. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one who stood there arrogantly without any manners. 

Seeing this scene, the crowd instantly exploded. 

“You little brat! How dare you not bow when you see elder Ming! You’re simply lawless!” 

 even the branch leader has to bow when he sees elder Ming. You’re not lowering your head at all. 

You’re completely looking down on elder Ming!  

“Elder Ming! This brat is so disrespectful to you! He definitely couldn’t be let off easily! We must drag 

him to the punishment Hall and beat him up so badly that even his own mother won’t recognize him!” 

“You’re right! Elder Ming! You must punish this kid severely, otherwise, it will damage your dignity!” 

“Right! This kid must be severely punished! I can’t forgive you!” 

“Unforgivable … Unforgivable …” 

The crowd all saw Chen Xiaobei as a felon, as if not bowing to him was a heinous crime! 
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“All of you, shut up!” 

However, at this moment, elder Ming waved his hand and said indifferently, ”  I lost a bet to Chen 

Zhufeng. I’ll allow him to enter and leave the Zhai Xing Pavilion freely. Furthermore, he doesn’t have to 

bow to me when he sees me!  

 what??? ” 

A stone that caused a thousand ripples! 

Elder Ming’s simple words instantly dealt a blow to everyone’s heart. 

Elder Ming’s status was extraordinary. Everyone in the entire Putuo domain branch, from the branch 

leader to the disciples, was respectful to elder Ming! 

The disciples had to bow! Even the elders and branch leaders had to bow and pay their respects! 

But it was good! Chen Xiaobei was the only exception in the entire division to have elder Ming’s special 

permission to not bow at all! 

“Alright, if there’s nothing else, let’s go!” 

Elder Ming waved his hand impatiently. After all, losing to Chen Xiaobei in a bet was not something to 

be proud of. He did not want to be the center of attention. 

No one dared to disobey elder Ming’s orders. They immediately left star picking Pavilion in groups of 

three to five. 

After they had walked far away, a burst of exclamations erupted from the crowd. 

“Who is that Chen Zhufeng? To be so highly regarded by elder Ming!” 

“Chen Zhufeng is not simple! He could actually beat elder Ming! Although it’s a bet, it’s definitely the 

only one in our division!” 

“Yup! No matter what, I have never heard of elder Ming losing! Chen Zhufeng is definitely not an 

ordinary person!” 

The crowd’s attitude towards Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. 

Chang weihu said disdainfully,”Hmph!” That kid must have won against elder Ming with some petty 

tricks. I’ll beat him to death when the sect competition comes!” 

“If he were to meet me, I wouldn’t let him live either!” Uncle Tian said in a cold voice. 

“You two are so cruel!” 

PEI ye laughed and replied,”I’ll just destroy his cultivation and lock him in my bedroom. I’ll torture him 

every night!” Hehehe …” 

After hearing what the three of them said, the crowd fell silent again. They did not dare to mention how 

powerful Chen Xiaobei was. 

…… 



In front of the Jade wall. 

“Why aren’t you guys leaving?” Elder Ming asked, frowning. 

“I haven’t signed up yet. I’ll leave after I’m done.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 I … I’ll wait for Junior Brother Chen here …  Baili tiantu swallowed his saliva. He was a little afraid of 

elder Ming. 

“What are you thinking, kid?” 

Elder Ming glared at Chen and said, ” “If it wasn’t for this old man, you would have been dead! Do you 

still not know how to restrain yourself? do you want to die in the sect competition?” 

 er …  Chen Xiaobei was a little surprised.”So elder Ming thought I couldn’t win against Chang weihu, so 

he came out to save me?” 

“Nonsense!” 

“If it wasn’t to save you, why would I come out and tell everyone that I lost to you in a bet?” elder Ming 

retorted. Do you think I’ve taken the wrong medicine?” 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but laugh.  “First of all, thank you for your kindness, elder Ming! Secondly, 

my cultivation has improved greatly. If elder Ming doesn’t save me, I’m not in danger!” 

“What? Your cultivation level has increased?” 

“The last time we met, you were only at the peak of the primordial soul realm!” Elder Ming’s expression 

darkened. Could it be that you’ve already broken through a major realm? That’s impossible, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled without saying anything and placed his hand on the Jade wall. 

“Chi …” 

With a wave of spiritual fluctuation, Chen Xiaobei’s registration information appeared. 

Xuanji, Chen Zhufeng, at the later stage of the divine ocean realm! 

 this … This, this, this … How is this possible?!  

Elder Ming’s jaw dropped. He released his primordial spirit realm and confirmed Chen Xiaobei’s 

cultivation. He was indeed a late stage divine ocean realm cultivator! 

“You … How did you do that?” Elder Ming gulped and stared at Chen Xiaobei as if he had just seen a 

ghost. 

It was extremely difficult to break through to a higher realm. It was already a miracle that Chen Xiaobei 

could do it in such a short time! 

But what shocked elder Ming even more was that Chen Xiaobei had not only broken through a major 

realm, he had also raised his cultivation to the late stage of the divine ocean realm in a short time! 

Even the most talented warrior would need at least a few years to reach the later stage of the spirit sea 

realm from the initial stage! 



However, it had only been a few months since elder Ming last met Chen Xiaobei! 

Such an outcome was beyond elder Ming’s imagination and he was extremely shocked! 

 don’t be so surprised, elder Ming. I just happened to get an inheritance by chance. That’s why my 

cultivation improved so quickly!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“He obtained an inheritance?” “That’s not strange …” Elder Ming finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei did not receive any inheritance. Even if he did, he would not use it! 

The reason he said this was to appease elder Ming and prevent him from making wild guesses. 

 Chen Zhufeng, you’re not an ordinary person!  

“Last time, you managed to learn a two-star earth-god level cultivation technique in half an hour,” elder 

Ming sighed.”I lost fair and square!” This time, you’ve brought this old man a great surprise!” 

“Do you have any expectations of me, elder Ming?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Why is elder Ming so surprised 

that my cultivation has improved?” 

“Do you still remember the heaven immortal level cultivation technique I mentioned to you?” Elder 

Ming asked. 

“I remember!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  elder Ming said that I can practice this skill, but I have to test my character 

first!  

 just now, you stood up for elder Xu and Baili tiantu without fear of the enemy, ” elder Ming said in a 

deep voice.  it’s clear that you have a good character!  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  “So, elder Ming, you’re planning to let me cultivate the divine immortal level 

cultivation technique you have?” 

“I can let you cultivate!” 

“But you must withdraw from the sect competition!” Elder Ming’s eyes narrowed. 

“Withdraw from the tournament?” Chen Xiaobei did not understand.  “Why is that?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2618: super coincidence 

For Chen Xiaobei, this competition was a very important opportunity! 

As long as he seized this opportunity, it would be much easier for him to investigate and approach the 

elder of heavenly secrets. 

However, elder Ming wanted Chen Xiaobei to withdraw from the tournament so that Chen Xiaobei could 

cultivate the mysterious heavenly immortal-level cultivation technique! 

Chen Xiaobei was confused as to why elder Ming would make such a decision. 
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“Because your cultivation is too weak!” 

Elder Ming said in a deep voice,”although you have reached the later stage of the spirit sea realm, there 

are only three winners in this competition!” There are more than three people who are stronger than 

you in the competition. If you participate, you will definitely die!” 

“So you care about me, Mr. Ming!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled.  don’t worry, boss. I’m not afraid of death since I’ve decided to participate in the 

competition. Besides, I still have many trump cards. I won’t die!  

 the competition this time is a test of individual strength. You can’t use any trump cards!  

 let’s not talk about anything else, ” elder Ming said in a deep voice.  among the branch leader’s top ten 

disciples, three are in the nascent Soul Stage, and seven are in the Golden elixir stage. Any one of them 

can crush you to death!  

“Don’t worry, elder Ming! I know what I’m doing!” “Even if I don’t use my trump card, I still have the 

power to fight!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

 how … How is this possible?!  “Chen Zhufeng!” Elder Ming frowned. Now isn’t the time to take 

advantage of the situation. If you insist on doing things your way, you’ll really lose your life!” 

To reassure elder Ming, Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Didn’t I obtain the legacy earlier? There’s still five more 

days before the competition begins. My cultivation and strength can still soar, and I’m sure I have the 

ability to fight!” 

 this …  elder Ming’s expression froze for a moment, but he heaved a sigh of relief.”If that’s the case, I 

can let you try!” 

“You just wait and see!” “If I’m not dead, you can teach me the divine-level cultivation technique!” Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“No!” 

Elder Ming shook his head and said,”since you insist on participating in the tournament!” This old man 

will give you the cultivation technique now! Whether or not you can learn it in five days will depend on 

your own luck!” 

“Really?” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  “Five days is more than enough for me!” 

“Don’t be happy too early! This cultivation technique is not complete. Even I have not learned it!” 

“Because last time, I saw you learn a two-star earth-god level cultivation technique in half an hour with 

my own eyes!” Elder Ming said in a deep voice. Therefore, I hope to make use of your comprehension 

ability to make up for the lack of a cultivation technique! If you can learn it, then you can teach me how 

to cultivate it. This way, it can be considered a win-win situation!” 

“I see!” Chen Xiaobei finally understood why elder Ming would ask him to practice such a precious 

heavenly immortal-level cultivation technique. 

It turned out that elder Ming’s technique was incomplete, and he couldn’t cultivate it himself. 



Seeing Chen Xiaobei’s incredible comprehension, elder Ming wanted to borrow Chen Xiaobei’s ability to 

see if he could draw inferences from one case and make use of it to complete the cultivation technique 

and successfully cultivate it. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could cultivate, he could teach elder Ming how to cultivate. This would be good 

for elder Ming as well. 

That was why elder Ming wanted to test Chen Xiaobei’s character. 

If Chen Xiaobei’s character was not good enough, and he learned the martial arts but did not teach it to 

elder Ming, then elder Ming would have suffered a huge loss. 

After observing Chen Xiaobei for a while, elder Ming found that Chen Xiaobei was a good person. 

The main point was that the tournament was about to begin. If Chen Xiaobei really died, old Ming would 

lose this rare opportunity. 

Therefore, elder Ming had no time to observe Chen Xiaobei’s character. He could only take a gamble. 

“Take it!” 

Elder Ming took out half an ancient book and said in a deep voice, ” “I hope you can really learn it before 

the great tournament! That way, not only will I be able to fulfill my wish, but you can also increase your 

strength, which is good for both of us!” 

 another half of an ancient book …  Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “This … This can’t be …” 

“What’s wrong?” elder Ming asked in surprise. Could it be that you recognize the origin of this ancient 

book?” 

“Don’t worry! I’ll know when I see it!” 

Chen Xiaobei took the half of the ancient book and scanned through it.  “What the f * ck! My luck is 

simply too good! The second half of the four phases absolute killing Xuan formation was actually in elder 

Ming’s hands! It’s really easy to find it after a long journey!” 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu xuanxin had helped Liu xuanxin to break through six cultivation levels and reach 

seven-star earth-god! 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s strength did not increase, his fate energy had increased by leaps and bounds, 

and his luck had also improved! 

It was clear that the ride was not only beneficial to Liu xuanxin, but also to Chen Xiaobei! 

And this was the power of a super marriage affinity! 

At the same time, elder Ming was dumbfounded and shocked.  “You … You actually know the origin of 

this ancient book!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said excitedly, ” “I won’t hide it from you, elder Ming. The first half of the four 

phases absolute killing formation is in my hands!” 



Elder Ming’s body trembled. His eyes widened and he shouted excitedly, ” “Oh heavens … Oh earth … 

The secret that I’ve been searching for seven hundred years can finally be solved!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. He could sense something special from elder Ming’s reaction and 

words. 

“Chen Zhufeng!” Elder Ming was so excited that he grabbed Chen Xiaobei’s arm with both hands. His 

entire body was shaking.”Hurry up! Quickly give me the first half of the four phases absolute killing 

formation!” 

“Elder Ming, please calm down!” 

 I can give you the first half of the four symbols killing formation, ” Chen Xiaobei said.  but you have to 

answer a few questions!  

“You say it! I’ll definitely tell you everything I know!” Elder Ming could not wait any longer. No matter 

what Chen Xiaobei asked, he would answer. 

 what secret is hidden behind this technique? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This …” 

Elder Ming’s expression froze for a moment before he calmed down. He said in a deep voice, ” “I can’t 

tell you this secret! I can only use the second half of the cultivation technique in my hands to exchange 

for the first half of the cultivation technique in your hands!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. I promise to trade with you! As long as I finish learning the second half of the 

book, the secret will naturally surface!” 

“It’s no use!”  no!  elder Ming shook his head.  those who aren’t of our race can’t solve that secret!  

“Not of your race? This “four phases absolute killing Xuan formation” is a cultivation technique of your 

race?” Chen Xiaobei looked at elder Ming carefully. 

“Why are you looking at me like that?” Elder Ming frowned and asked in a deep voice. 

Chen lowered his voice and asked, ” “Elder Ming, are you a descendant of the nine Li Magus tribe?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2619: suspenseful deadlock 

how … How do you know of the existence of the nine Li Magus tribe?!  

Elder Bai’s face was filled with anxiety, as if Chen Xiaobei had discovered his secret! 

“Elder Bai, you should know that I’m not an ordinary person!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer directly but said, ”  since I have a way to obtain the first half of the four 

phases absolute killing Mystic formation, I naturally have a way to find out about the existence of the 

nine Li Magus race!  

 what? ” elder Bai thought for a moment and asked again, ” have you found the ruins of the four Xiang 

Royal City? ” 
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“I didn’t find him.” Chen Xiaobei shook his head. He could not expose the existence of the royal city of 

beixuan before he was sure of elder Ming’s identity. 

“It seems that you don’t trust me!” Elder Ming said, frowning. 

“I thought you didn’t trust me either?” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  your identity? your secrets? I know nothing about them!  Since that’s the case, I 

won’t casually reveal what I know!” 

“Forget it!” 

 we’ll just exchange our cultivation methods, ” elder Ming said in a deep voice.  I’ll naturally investigate 

the secret behind this!  

“Alright!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” I’ll put it somewhere else. Ask someone to take a picture of every 

page and send it over!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei sent Liu xuanxin a message. 

Liu xuanxin was very efficient. She quickly took a picture of each page of the first half of the four 

symbols killing formation and sent it to Chen Xiaobei’s phone. 

Chen Xiaobei then forwarded the message to elder Ming, and the deal was completed. 

Elder Ming checked carefully for a long time before he said in a deep voice, ” “Alright! I’ve finished 

checking, and the contents of every page are coherent. You shouldn’t have faked it! From now on, we 

don’t owe each other anything!” 

Obviously, elder Ming had already copied the second half of the manual and left it with Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei kept the second half of the book and left the scene with Baili tiantu. 

…… 

He found a place with no one around. 

Baili tiantu was standing guard outside. 

Chen Xiaobei entered the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and began to cultivate the second half of the 

cultivation technique with the sunlight cache’s special ability! 

“I’m from the Sorcerer race, and elder Zhaoming said that if I can learn the complete four phases killing 

formation, I’ll be able to figure out the secret behind it!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and immersed himself in his cultivation. 

With the scholar’s heart and the fact that he had already mastered the first half of the manual, Chen 

Xiaobei’s Foundation was solid. 

Learning the second half of the cultivation technique was naturally half the work, twice the effect, and it 

was smooth sailing. 



After seven days and seven nights, Chen Xiaobei had completely mastered all the contents and 

mastered the essence of this heavenly immortal-level cultivation technique! 

Previously, Chen Xiaobei could only use 50% of his power to crush his opponents of the same level! 

At this moment, Chen Xiaobei was able to use 100% of his power, and it was not a problem for him to 

kill an enemy that was one level higher than him! 

“That’s strange …” 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had succeeded, he was still frowning.   I’ve already completely mastered the 

four phases absolute killing Xuan formation, but I have no clue about the secret that elder Ming 

mentioned …  

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the four symbols killing Mystic formation and activated the witch 

dragon blood’s spirituality! 

However, they did not find any clues. 

“Elder Ming said clearly,’those who are not of our race will never be able to solve the secret’!” 

 my witch bloodline has been recognized by the nine Li ancient tower. It’s not only pure, but it’s also of a 

very high level!  If elder Ming can solve the secret, I have no reason not to!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and carefully went through the whole thing again! 

“Not good!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s pupils constricted.  “If I’m not of elder Ming’s race, that means that elder Ming 

is not a sorcerer! The secret of the four phases absolute killing Xuan formation can only be solved by the 

non-humans!” 

Chen Xiaobei tensed up at the thought. 

“Back then, the entrances and exits of the four element Royal City were all secret, and the defenses in 

the city were even tighter. It could be said to be an invincible place! In the end, there was a traitor!” 

“You must know that the people of the Sorcerer tribe are pure and kind-hearted, and they are extremely 

devoted to their faith! Therefore, the traitor who attracted the enemy soldiers to massacre the city is 

definitely a member of the foreign race!” 

Chen Xiaobei gasped,’maybe the four symbols killing formation is a cultivation technique created by the 

alien race! The alien race could use this technique to open a space gate and directly reach the four Xiang 

Royal City! That was how the brutal massacre happened!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s scalp went numb and cold sweat started to form on his back. 

Even though this was just Chen Xiaobei’s speculation, he did not have any concrete evidence. 

But if this speculation was true, then Chen Xiaobei would be handing the key to the royal city of beixuan 

to the enemy! 



Perhaps, one day, a massacre like that would happen in the past would descend upon the royal city of 

beixuan! 

“No! I will not allow this to happen!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and left the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

Without wasting a second, Chen Xiaobei dialed shaman Lord yaoshu’s number. 

“Your Majesty! Why are you looking for me?” Shaman Lord yaoshu was very respectful. 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the point, ” This King is asking you! Was the ” four symbols killing Xuan 

formation ” a secret technique of the ancient sorcerer clan? Or did the four element Supreme King 

obtain it in the earth immortal world?” 

“I obtained it later!” 

Grand shaman yaoshu said seriously,”Your Majesty should know that after the ancient catastrophe, our 

Wu clan was almost exterminated!” The ancient sorcery was also almost completely lost! The sorcery 

Arts that His Majesty gave us on New Year’s Eve are the only celestial immortal level sorcery Arts in our 

nine tribes!” 

 this is bad …  Chen Xiaobei frowned. The thing that he was most worried about had happened. 

The “four symbols killing Xuan formation” was not an ancient sorcery. It was something that the four 

symbols King had obtained later! This was exactly what Chen Xiaobei had predicted! 

“Your Majesty, what happened?” Shaman Lord yaoshu asked worriedly. 

“I’m fine!” 

Chen Xiaobei then asked, ”  when the four element Royal City was massacred, where did the traitor 

open the space gate? ” 

“I’m not sure about this …” 

“However, according to the legends of the older generation and the most dilapidated location in the 

ruins, we can roughly guess that it’s near the Prince’s Mansion!” 

“A Prince? In other words, the son of the fourth Prime Minister King?” Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows 

and said, ” I’m very clear!” 

“Your Majesty, what happened on your side?” Grand shaman yaoshu was very worried. 

“You don’t need to worry about that!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” “I’ll clean up my own mess!” 

Chen Xiaobei hung up the phone and felt an unprecedented sense of danger! 

How could he break out of this dense fog? 
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Chapter 2620: heard everything 

 “Bro bei, don’t scare yourself … What if you’re wrong?” 
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Baili tiantu furrowed his brows. He had followed Chen Xiaobei for so long that Chen Xiaobei was able to 

deal with everything calmly, as if everything was under his control. 

But this time, Chen Xiaobei was filled with anxiety. He could not think of a solution. 

This was the first time Baili tiantu had seen Chen Xiaobei like this. 

“I also hope that I’m wrong! However, all the signs show that my guess is almost correct!” 

 the enemy!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the enemy of the alien race has opened a portal and appeared near 

the Prince’s Mansion! The Prince is the son of the four element Supreme King, and the only person in 

the city who is qualified to practice the four element killing Xuan formation!” 

Baili tiantu was not stupid. He immediately understood.  in other words, the enemies of the foreign 

races can use a secret technique to open a space gate next to the person who practices the four phases 

absolute killing Xuan formation!  

“That’s right!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  the enemy opened the dimension door while the Prince was 

cultivating. Then, they massacred the entire city and stole the treasures before leaving through the 

dimension door!  

“Because of this, although the enemy has massacred the city, they don’t know the exact location of the 

four Xiang Royal City! After leaving, he would never be able to return! That’s why the Jiuli tribe was able 

to preserve a portion of their joss sticks and not go extinct!” 

Baili tiantu couldn’t help but nod.  “Master’s speculation is reasonable and highly likely …” 

“It’s useless to just speculate!” 

“The biggest problem now is that elder Ming’s cultivation is too strong. I can’t handle him!” Chen 

Xiaobei said. Rashly making a move would only alert the enemy! If elder Ming has Xu Fu’s support, I’m 

afraid I’ll die without a burial place!” 

 bro bei, don’t worry!  

“Only elder Ming or his clansmen can solve that secret!” Baili tiantu said. And they still needed a lot of 

time to solve the secret! Bro bei can definitely make it in time!” 

“Hmm, you’ve finally said something clear!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  right now, the only thing I can hope for is for elder Ming to solve the 

secret later! How about this, I’ll use you to set up a trap to deal with him!” 

“There’s another way!” 

 as long as no one in the royal city of beixuan practices the four phases killing formation, elder Ming will 

not be able to open the space gate even if he unleashes the secret, right? ” Baili tiantu asked. 

 this is a good idea, but it will severely slow down the growth of the royal city of beixuan!  



“Xuan Xin, Zhao Yun, Lu Bu, and Diao Chan have all broken through to the seven-star earth-god level, 

but they have not built a good foundation! The profound formation of the finger profound technique is 

the first step for them to build their Foundation!” 

“I’ve already taught them the [ four phases absolute killing Mystic formation ]. If they’re afraid of the 

enemy, they can’t cultivate it! They would not be able to improve their strength! I don’t even know 

when the first battle in the royal city of beixuan will begin! 

“Therefore, I will not stop them from cultivating! Before elder Ming unleashes the secret, we must 

completely remove the hidden danger!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, and his body was filled with a strong desire to fight. 

“Bro bei … You …” 

Baili tiantu shook his head and said resentfully, ” “Don’t tell me you’re going to exterminate elder Ming 

and his clansmen?” 

“That’s right!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “Back then, they opened a spatial gate and brought in an Army that 

massacred the city! The elderly, women, children, and even babies were not spared! The heavenly Dao 

would not tolerate such a heinous sin! It’s time to settle this blood debt with them!” 

“Bro bei, you’re right! But …” 

Baili tiantu frowned.  it’s been tens of millions of years. I’m afraid those evil people who massacred the 

city back then have all died!  I’m afraid it’s not appropriate to put this blood debt on their descendants, 

right?” 

 if the descendants of the evil demons who massacred the city were to be good people, that blood debt 

would naturally disappear with the death of the evil demon!  

 but, elder Ming is the descendant of the city-slaughtering demon! He’s still looking for the four phases 

killing formation! He’s trying to uncover the secret and come to beixuan!  What was the difference 

between this and the evil demons of the past? If I don’t kill them, do I have to wait for them to come 

and kill the entire beixuan Royal City?” 

“Bro bei is right!” 

Baili tiantu nodded heavily and said,”raising a Tiger will only bring harm to oneself!” Since we know that 

elder Ming and his clansmen are up to no good, we should strike first! We’ll annihilate his entire clan 

and eliminate all threats!” 

“You two, How dare you!” 

Who dared to think about it! At this moment, an old and deep voice came from behind! 

“Hiss …” 

Both Chen Xiaobei and Baili tiantu gasped, their scalps tingling and their bodies covered in goosebumps. 



That’s right! It was elder Ming! 

Elder Ming’s cultivation was even higher than a seven-star earth-god’s. Chen Xiaobei and Baili tiantu did 

not notice him at all, so they had no idea when he had arrived. What did he hear? 

“Elder Ming …” 

Baili tiantu was so scared that he almost peed his pants. His entire body trembled violently, and he 

looked as if he was about to die the next second. 

“Elder Ming! Did you hear what we just said?” Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was strong. Although he was 

shocked, he could still keep calm. 

“I heard everything!” 

“The two of you are planning to kill me and then slaughter my entire clan!” Elder Ming said indifferently. 

 Oh my God … We’re dead …  Baili tiantu wailed. His legs went soft and he sat on the ground. 

In the face of a powerful existence like elder Ming, Baili tiantu didn’t even dare to escape, let alone 

resist! They could only wait for death on the ground! 

“Stop howling!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at Baili tiantu and said, ”  just a second ago, you were still telling me to make the 

first move. The next second, you’ve cowered like a dog. You’re really embarrassing me!  

Baili tiantu’s heart was beating so fast that he was scared out of his wits. Chen Xiaobei did not allow him 

to howl, so he had no choice but to cover his mouth. 

“Chen Zhufeng!” 

Elder Ming narrowed his eyes and asked with great interest, ” “Baili tiantu was almost scared to death. 

Aren’t you afraid at all?” 

“I’m not afraid!” Chen Xiaobei straightened his back and did not show any signs of fear. 

Upon seeing this, Baili tiantu let go of his hand and wailed again, ”  bro bei … Don’t take advantage of us 

… Hurry up and explain! Otherwise, we’re both dead …  

“Explain what?”  elder Ming heard everything!  Chen Xiaobei said.  it’s useless to explain!  

“Good! Very good!” 

Elder Ming was impressed by Chen Xiaobei.  “Chen Zhufeng, you’re really not an ordinary person! A 

great disaster was imminent, but he could still remain calm! Even this old man is ashamed of his state of 

mind!” 

Chen Xiaobei just smiled. 

Elder Ming changed the topic and said seriously, ” “No matter how strong your mental state is, it’s 

impossible for you to not be afraid of death!” 


